
 PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE 
Monday, March 11, 2019 - 10:00 AM 

 
 
Steve McNally, Chairperson 
Gerald Morrow, Vice-Chairperson 
 
Chairman McNally called this Public Safety Meeting to order at 10:20 am with the following 
Supervisors in attendance: Archie Depo, Shaun Gillilland, Joseph Giordano, Ronald Jackson, 
Mike Marnell, Stephen McNally, Noel Merrihew, Dean Montroy, James Monty, Stephanie 
DeZalia, Roby Politi, Tom Scozzafava, Michael Tyler and Joe Pete Wilson.   Robin DeLoria, 
Charles Harrington, Gerald Morrow and Randy Preston had been previously excused.  

 
Department Heads present: Patty Bashaw, Judith Garrison, Chris, Garrow, Don Jaquish, Allison 
McGahay, Sue Montgomery-Corey, Daniel Palmer, David Reynolds, Kristy Sprague, Wayne 
Taylor and Heather Sheehan.  
 
Deputies present:  Jim Dougan. 
 
News Media present:  Sun News – Elizabeth Izzo 
 
Also present:  Seth Celotti and Pat Tromblee. 
 
 
McNALLY:  Call the Public Safety Committee meeting to order.  County Sealer, Wayne Taylor. 
 
TAYLOR:  Good morning everyone. I have one resolution request.  It’s authorizing a budget 
amendment.  I did send it to the County Attorney as opposed to where it was supposed to have 
gone but it’s a resolution authorizing a budget amendment increasing revenues and 
appropriations in the amount of $4,287.43, under insurance recoveries. 
 
MONTY:  That’s for what Wayne? 
 
TAYLOR:  The department vehicle was involved in a property damage accident, January 18 and 
that is money that was received from the insurance company. 
 
MONTY: What happened? 
 
TAYLOR: I was doing petroleum quality sampling in the Village of Port Henry and I was backed 
into by a motorist while I was standing still.  At any rate the truck has been repaired, we’re all 
good to go and they did collect an insurance check so I need that line item in my budget to be 
increased because it shows a zero balance for that. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE WEIGHTS AND 
MEASURES DEPARTMENT INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS IN THE 
AMOUNT OF $4,287.43, INSURANCE RECOVERIES. 
Giordano, Depo. 
 
McNALLY:  All in favor, opposed – carries. Thank you.  Anything else for Wayne? 
 
MONTY: Wayne you recertified an oil truck from where?  Who’s oil truck the county’s? 
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TAYLOR:  Yes, it was Gordon Oil.  Gordon Oil, it was a double pumper.   It had been short 1% 
the air eliminator wasn’t working and I ordered it out of service and they repaired it. The truck 
had come out of Canada.  It was all brand new, brand new equipment but it wasn’t right right 
from the get go so they fixed again I apologize for the brief report I was on vacation and will 
have more to report next month. 
 
MONTY: Thank you. 
 
McNALLY:  Alright thank you. 
 
TAYLOR:  Thank you. 
 
McNALLY:  Veteran’s office, Noel. 
 
MERRIHEW: No report this month. Thank you. 
 
 

******************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Board of Elections with Sue Montgomery-Corey 
and Allison McGahay reporting as follows: 
 
MONTGOMERY-COREY:  We’re in the middle of petition season for the designating petitions 
those are due the filing window is April 1 – 4th so if somebody is thinking about running for a 
town position there is still time, there is also one county office up so that’s a bigger lift but still 
possible and we’re working on planning for the changes with the voting laws and early elections, 
early voting so anybody has any questions we’re happy to answer them. 
 
McNALLY: Anything? 
 
JACKSON:  Not a question a comment I think it’s been under publicized a lot of people if you’re 
going out and getting signatures, why are you doing this now, you mean we have to decide now 
if we’re going to run and stuff that not only are the party petitions due the first four days of April 
but a month later the independent is so if you think you’re going to run for office and start doing 
it in June or July you’re going to be doing it as a write in and so many people are not aware of 
that new timeline that took effect in January so anything the press can do to get the word out on 
that will help because it’s hard enough getting people to run for office on a normal time but now 
with everything accelerated until people get used to it it’s very difficult. 
 
MONTGOMERY-COREY:  Yeah, we agree and in fact the last time we were with you you 
recommended we start doing some outreach and we’ve been trying to do that and in some 
cases we heard back, well, we think we’ve covered the change in election law issue enough so I 
would disagree with that but I think anything that can be done to get the word out about the 
change in the petition dates again if somebody misses the designating petitions there is still the 
opportunity for the independent petitions and anything we can all do to get the word out is a 
good thing. 
 
JACKSON:  Thank you. 
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DEZALIA: I put out a letter to the residents.  I contacted all incumbents so they were aware of it 
and some of them were not but I did put out a letter to the residents of all the positions that were 
available and how you do it and what the dates were. 
 
MONTGOMERY-COREY:  That’s wonderful. 
 
McNALLY:  Anything else? 
 
MONTY:  Our town has decided that they want to change the supervisor by resolution from two 
to four years so I’ll be getting a hold of you on how we go about it.  I know you sent me some 
information on it Allison thank you and just so we’re doing it in a timely way. 
 
McGAHAY:  Absolutely, no problem. 
 
MONTY: Thank you. 
 
McNALLY: Anybody else?  If not thank you very much. 
 

******************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the District Attorney with Kristy Sprague, reporting as 
follows: 
 
SPRAGUE:  I don’t have a formal report unless anyone has any questions? 
 
McNALLY:  Does anybody have anything for Kristy?  Thank you. 
 

******************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Emergency Services Department with Don 
Jaquish reporting as follows: 
 
JAQUISH:  Good morning.  You have my monthly report and on the agenda I have more of an 
update than discussion. We have a power point because I think a lot of the supervisors don’t 
understand what we’re talking about when we talk about a burn building so what we’ve basically 
done is Pat Tromblee, State Fire Instructor and Deputy Coordinator for Essex County is going to 
make a presentation by a power point and after that we can take some questions.  Jim Dougan, 
myself, Pat, John Devlin, the committee met over several weeks to discuss the building and the 
actual location but after the power point we can take questions on that as well. 
 
GIORDANO:  Before you do your presentation I had a phone call from a resident about a call to 
911 back in the end of December and this particular resident lives on the periphery of Essex 
County and when they called 911 from their home phone it went to Warren County and they 
were actually on the phone for about 4 minutes trying to determine whether they were in the 
right jurisdiction or not, they knew they were in Essex.  Warren didn’t have them on their list and 
they were debating as to whether or not this was the right call center to have that call sent to. 
Eventually it got routed to Essex County but they did not have them on their list so I can share 
with you more details, specifics. 
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JAQUISH:  Yes, I would need the phone number but every cell tower has a routing protocol and 
the phone company surveys each county and says where would this call best be directed.  It 
sounds like there’s a mistake been made there as to where it went. 
 
GIORDANO:  Is there a protocol in those kind of situations, I mean I don’t know how often these 
situations arise? 
 
JAQUISH: Not often. 
 
GIORDANO: Save the debate for later and just send the resources right then and there because 
that didn’t happen.  I don’t know exactly how long they came and fortunately it wasn’t life 
threatening but it could have been. 
 
JAQUISH:  I would very much like the information if you could get it to me. 
 
GIORDANO: Okay.  Will do. Thank you. 
 
JACKSON:  That often happens in Essex County not that long of a delay but anybody with a cell 
phone it goes to a cell tower.  If you use your home phone it’s going to Essex County but when 
you use your cell phone then that is when the problems can arise because it goes to a tower 
and as Donnie says it’s supposed to figure it out but it doesn’t always figure it out and it always 
adds a couple minutes delay. 
 
GIORDANO: My understanding is this was not a cell tower call. This was a home phone call. 
Spectrum was their service provider so. 
 
JACKSON:  That’s rare.  
 
JAQUISH: It’s a different matter but it still can be corrected. 
 
GIORDANO:  Okay, great. Thank you. 
 
MONTY:  I was going to ask you Don is there any protocol for this? Do we check on these 
things just because there’s probably quit a few of those homes on the borders of Essex, Clinton 
and Franklin and Washington. 
 
JAQUISH:  Yes we do, what we receive is a spreadsheet with the cell tower itself and then we 
actually tell them all these should be routed to Essex County now in saying that it’s not always 
100% we take many calls from Burlington and Addison Vermont. 
 
MONTY: But that’s on cell towers.  Hard lines don’t go through cell towers. 
 
JAQUISH: That should not happen. 
 
MONTY:  So that’s what I’m getting at is there protocol on ability to check those things? 
 
PALMER:  A spectrum call wouldn’t have been a hard line.  Spectrum is Internet. 
 
MONTY: No we’ve got – 
 
PALMER:  It’s still running through their Internets. 
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MONTY:  Through theirs, yes. 
 
JAQUISH:  And we do have what is called Anti-ally discrepancy forms so every morning those 
are submitted to the data collectors if there’s been any incident like that and they call the phone 
company and have it corrected. There’s protocol to correct it.   
 
PALMER:  Phone companies are required to keep the anti-ally up to date. 
 
MONTY:  And Charter-Spectrum was supposed to accommodate 145,000 customers in 
Broadband too just saying. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So who did the call go to when they called 911? 
 
PALMER:  It sounded like it went to Warren County first. 
 
GIORDANO:  Warren County first and then there was debate whether they should be receiving 
the phone call. 
 
JAQUISH:  It shouldn’t have took four minutes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Well I mean that’s got to be – hello there’s an intruder in my home oh, give us a 
few minutes we’ll figure out what to do.  Good, I’m glad you brought that up Joe. 
 
JAQUISH:  Well Next Generation 911 that’s one of the issues they’re working on is the ability to 
identify by your Internet address that type of thing so it’s evolving but it’s not there yet. 
 
GIORDANO: Thanks Don. 
 
JAQUISH:  We would like to show you a short power point on the fire training building so you 
understand what it is and why we want to put it where we are going to put it or present where 
we are going to put it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Where are we going to put it? 
 
JACKSON:   You’ll find out. 
 
JAQUISH: I will ask Jim Dougan to share some of his information as well. 
 
TROMBLEE:  Those of you that don’t know who I am Pat Tromblee.  It does say that I am the 
State Inspector who is assigned to Essex County and I’ve been doing that since 2008 so we’ve 
talking about this for years and it’s just one of those things where we’ve had some work where 
we’ve been able to use the Lake Placid Building once Clinton County built theirs we were able 
to work there. 
One of the biggest problems we find with fire training in Essex County right now at this point is 
the distance to be traveled.  So you can imagine if you had to travel from Bloomingdale to 
Ticonderoga to do a class or Schroon Lake or Keeseville that becomes a manpower issue right 
because that will take people out of those different towns and this is why we came about this.  
Centrally located – we are trying to pick an area that is an equal distance from each area of the 
county.  Obviously Essex County is spread out over a huge geographical area. 
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In the past when we’ve done training we do it in the fires stations and how we do our training is 
we take tables and chairs.  Now how realistic is tables and chairs?  We can set this stuff up all 
day we’re not really giving anybody the realization of crawling down a hallway in a smoke filled 
environment with eight or nine hundred degree temperatures inside the building so we’re doing 
an injustice by not allowing them to have that type of atmosphere. 
Well, this thing all came to a realization with Don and the rest of the people in the fire service in 
Essex County when Senator Little decided to come up with a member line grant.  We about 
jumped out of our shoes for that.  
Centrally located is building designed by all of us got together me as an Instructor some of the 
things that I saw, some of the things that we’ve discussed with most other instructors that 
brought us to designing the building not only for today’s requirements but also for what’s going 
to happen in the future twenty, thirty, forty years from now because I imagine some of us are not 
going to be here but we wanted to make sure that it was going to last us well into the distant 
future.  We also wanted to accomplish this so we can do our training all in one area. Right now 
we’re taking a trailer around we have all of our props in there some of them are beat up again 
how much money do we spend on trying to replace all that stuff again it’s a waste of money to 
put all that stuff in one area and we really want to meet the needs of the fire department.  One of 
the things we try to do annual you know twice a year we need to do training.  Our office puts out 
training requests for as far as what the departments want. The problem that we’re finding is we 
don’t have a lot of people in geographical areas that want a class so we might have two in 
Ticonderoga and we may have five in Lake Placid.  How do I put a class together?  You guys all 
know how the State is they want to get the most bang for their buck right?  Well we’re not going 
to run a class with two people in it that’s just not enough, we are not going to do that but if we 
can put this building together in a centrally located area outstanding.  We talked to the EMS 
folks, we talked to the law enforcement folks to come up with an idea that says, hey you guys 
can use this too let’s partner training for EMS as you’ll see and I don’t want to jump to far ahead 
but you’ll see that we want to design the building is designed with the thought process of 
everybody involved so EMS, law enforcement you name it we can put them all in there. 
So some of the trainings fire fighter 1, fire fighter 2, truck and engine company operations, 
firefighter survival and FAS team firefighter assist and rescue.  The first one is the bare 
minimums that you need or should have for your fire department at the very minimum and you 
can build out on that and again we’ve compromised throughout the years utilizing fire stations 
and we can’t be any more gracious to Lake Placid and Clinton County for allowing us to use 
those buildings but again there’s issues with those distance. The Lake Placid building while still 
useful needs to be upgraded. Clinton County, Schroon Lake you want to send a piece of 
apparatus almost eight miles away?  Tie up your fire truck and eight or ten guys so that’s why 
we’re really looking at centrally located.’ 
Manpower issues – we’ve heard from firefighters that say I can’t send all of my people to a 
training class in Lake Placid because that depletes my district so now it comes down to if you 
have a fire in your district and your whole fire department is training someplace else who’s going 
to answer the call? Those are things that we need to look at.  The structure is going to allow us 
to build upon that so we’re going to build out you know hopefully the dream is to have a centrally 
located facility or grounds that accomplish all of the training that we can do.  Some of the other 
classes that we are going to be able to do is pump operations instead of having to go and find 
different areas we’re going to be able to do it right there there’s two brooks at the proposed site, 
there’s two water streams that we can utilize.  Aerial device operator course – we have 
departments that have aerial devices they have not had the training, they have not been through 
those classes but they are still operating it opens up a liability. Water supply that’s a huge one. 
Those of you that have municipal water systems how many times have you’ve had problems 
with your municipal water systems and no fault of the fire department if we get on that system, 
we brake lines, we drain the reservoir and now you have to issue boil water orders so we want 
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to teach people how to properly do water supply.  And the all famous one is Hazmat, right?  
That’s just waiting to knock on your doors.  It’s traveling up and down your roadways and you 
probably don’t even know it. 
So our proposed structure is a two and half story building. It’s going to have two burn rooms. 
One burn room upstairs, one burn room downstairs and an attic.  The building is going to be 
designed to mimic these following layouts and we’re going to be able to change this. We’re 
going to either be a single residence where you walk in you’ve got a living room, kitchen, dining 
room, den and mud room, bedroom or we can take it to an apartment building.  You have 
apartments down in the bottom, you have a common stairwell that goes up adjacent rooms for 
other apartments so I can get multi-story building.  I can do it as a tax payer so I can build it as a 
storefront on the bottom with apartments up above and as I’m fighting that store front fire you 
have to do our training or our search and rescue down on the upper first floor where occupants 
are and then lastly I can take it and make it into a two story structure. So I can make a 
residence basic living down on the first floor, bedrooms and stuff upstairs.  We are going to give 
firefighters that opportunity to go down to, go through and train as to what their call would be 
today or tomorrow so if you have a fire in a two–story residence they are going to get the 
fundamentals.  They are going to get to go down that hallway that dark, hot, smoky hallway. 
So one of our plans is or one of the ideas was and I’ll reach out to you folks and your transfer 
station when this and if it comes to life anybody throwing out used furniture? We want it 
because then I can take that used furniture and we can put that inside that building.  I can 
create a living room, I can create a bedrooms, I can create a kitchen, I can create a dining room 
then I can to them back and say do you want to come and run your calls here?  If it’s the same 
thing upstairs we can get those people, they can start their practice, they can train in realistic 
evolutions again we want to be able to do it as real as possible. The burn rooms are on the 
annex we’ve include the fire departments connections to sprinklers in high rises, stand pipes. 
Now some of you may have high rises Lee House I know for one probably has stand pipe 
sprinkler operations again the second floor is basically going to be the same thing.  We are 
going to have some apartments; we’re going to have a burn room so we’re going to teach our 
firefighters to stretch that line to the second floor. We are going bring our EMS folks in and say, 
hey you have a code on the second floor you guys need to go up there and work your codes 
and bring them down out of that house. We have fire escapes. We also have a recess balcony.  
We are trying to put as much as we can in one location and make it as real as possible as far in 
the future we can see. 
We take you to the roof; we are going to have two different roofs.  We’re going to have a roof 
with a parapet wall which is common in downtown USA throughout your communities and your 
main streets flat roof, parapet wall firefighter killer.  We’re going to do a peaked roof so we’re 
going to be able to do all those different tactics with anchor points so now we can do repelling, 
bail outs, we have the option to do some confined space training. 
Where does the training come from? How many of you guys now where the training is set in 
New York State?  How many people are Villages?  You have a Village but you’re not in charge 
of it right?  Everybody has a Board of Fire Commissioners correct? Well a Board of Fire 
Commissioners have the authority to have jurisdiction. They are the ones left holding the bag 
but I can guarantee you if you’re going to get sued who is going to get sued with them?  Yeah, 
they are going to come after everybody and anybody so where you have the jurisdiction sets the 
training requirements for their individual departments. New York State a few years ago with the 
inclusion the Association of District, which is the Fire Commissioners, Coordinators, Chiefs of 
Association, FASA, the Department of Labor all got together and came up with Best Practices. If 
you don’t know what Best Practices are I highly recommend going to the NYS website and 
looking through that nine page paper. It outlines the minimum recommendations for training.  
Basic exterior firefighter is 79 hours it includes the 16 hour hazmat off course.  If you respond to 
any incident that has the potential to become a hazardous materials incident you have to meet 
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the hazmat ops course that is under NFDA 472.  Then we move on into the interior firefighter 
SCBA that’s where we starting training our folks, put the gear on, run into the building and do 
our work.  That’s 58 hours so at the end of that those three courses right there this gives you 
entry level to allow anybody to come into the fire service and begin to operate.  Now ideally we 
try to attempt to run these twice a year but again it becomes an issue when I’ve got four guys 
down in Crown Point and I’ve got six guys in Essex because the problem is they don’t want to 
travel because it is too far to travel.  We have a class going on right now in Upper Jay we have 
a majority of Willsboro going to and it was as simple as if somebody said to Emergency 
Services that we have a bunch of people to take that class we would have put the class up 
there. There are some other things that we need to look at trying to put these classes in other 
stations and that’s what is the support are we going to get? 
We can move onto all these other trainings there’s lots and lots of stuff out there and I will go 
back to Best Practices just for a quick second okay.  Best Practices was actually named in a line 
of duty death in New York State they actually referenced that as the common cause associated 
with the line of duty death so if you don’t think that that stuff is not going to hold weight? It’s 
going to and we can go through all these different classes.   
We feel that being a centrally located building with everything that we’re looking for we might be 
looking at upping our training because why wouldn’t there be?  Instead of having to drive 70 or 
80 miles to Plattsburgh we can drive 20 miles to Elizabethtown if that’s where it is chosen to be 
put okay?  We can add a bunch of other classes into it there’s a lot of other things that are class 
room instructed but take what we learn in the classroom and we apply it out in the real world.  
Just a little bit since I started in 2008 when I started here about 400 hours we were using all of 
our hours so they allocated more, we used some more, they allocated us some more, we’re up 
to 1400 hours and the last I look last year we were over 800 hours used mine you that’s four 
instructors, that’s 350 hour per instructor that we’ve been using. 
Obviously I talked about bringing in other partners EMS and law enforcement this is great, this 
will exude everything that we’ve been trying to teach people. The proposed site is down on 
Woodruff Lane.  We’ve looked at other ones. Some of them we had ruled out as Mr. Dougan 
can explain but we’ve ruled out some. This seems to be the primary and the most feasible site 
that we have.  It’s well away from any people.  I know there was some concern about smoke.  I 
have a short video if anyone wants to see it.  I’ll show you how much smoke comes out of these 
buildings which is hardly any. We only use 150 pounds of class A materials so we’re using hay 
and pallets it’s a big campfire inside a room.   
This is a similar structure we veered our stuff after and it came out of Madison County. Madison 
County built this. This is the front side of the building so this would be the entrance for the front 
door.  If you’re standing at the thing the left side is where the stairwell is, this side is the annex 
where the burn room is, where one of the burn rooms are.  This is typically what the burn room 
looks like concrete floor there will be instillation back behind a stainless steel corrugated 
paneling.  We have the flat roof with the parapet wall, we also have anchor points for our 
repelling. The attic space just to give you, we have fires all the time and that’s where the fire is 
the attic right now we can’t train anybody to do anything because we don’t have the space.  
Here we can do roof props. We can cut the roof.  We can put people on the roof. You know how 
we’re training our fire fighters right now to do roof props?  We’ll put a pallet on the ground and 
we have them cut it with a chainsaw.  What are getting, they are not getting anything out of that 
and this one over here we can use for fire fighter assist and rescue it also will work for confined 
space. We can stick a tube down that and that become confined space.  I think the county just 
sent all of the hazmat or some of the hazmat people to confined space training. Guess what 
you’ve got to annually certify in that boom, there it is. Right now we don’t have that capability.   
So I know it’s quick, I kind of threw it all together.  Anybody got any questions? 
 
McNALLY: Does that building have any classroom space? 
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TROMBLEE: This building does not.  This is just a training building.  It has all of the stuff that we 
would need to complete training for our fire fighter one program. 
 
McNALLY: Earlier you said you are going use this for a classroom also? 
 
TROMBLEE:  Well the defined process is down the road, that we would be able to build a 
classroom on site and again one of the things that I did.  When we started looking at this I 
reached out to a bunch of people that I know who reached to some people that they knew and 
we were able to, I talked to a few people one of their things to me were whatever you do keep 
the building committee small number one and number two talk to law enforcement and EMS 
and when I say law enforcement I don’t just mean the Sheriff’s Department I mean border 
patrol, State Police any of those forces and then what you do is you build that relationship so 
anyway we need some mats for the defensive tactics program, you guys want to come and use 
our building that’s great but guess what we need? We need you to buy some mats for us or we 
need to update our AED equipment.  You guys want to come and use our stuff? That’s fine, 
that’s great but here’s what we would like you to do in return. So I think early on I know Don 
talked to the fire departments about utilizing their space for the time being. We always have the 
classroom and stuff at the Public Safety Building is a mere five miles down the road you know 
so our goal is to keep it locally. Would it be nice to build a building, a classroom, retention pond, 
a racetrack for EMO that would be great but we’re trying to get the foundation for the fire service 
for everybody that lives in Essex County.  I don’t know if you’ve noticed lately but we’ve had 
some pretty big fires. 
 
McNALLY:  Do we have any anticipated costs on this project? 
 
TROMBLEE: Again, a lot of it comes down to we have to have the location because you have to 
look at soil compassions and then once that’s done you can be able get some costs firmed up. 
Do we have ballpark ideas on where it is? Yeah because we talked to Madison County and 
some different companies and a lot of it comes down to prevailing wages you know what the 
erector would say is going to cost to erect this building in this area.  When I went through and 
looked at this everybody that I talked to from all the different companies I said listen, we are 
doing baby steps right now so whatever you give me I want a ballpark idea on what this might 
cost and it’s been right in that general area with what the grant is. It hasn’t been like a million 
dollars you know we’ve stayed well within the amount of money we were given. 
 
McNALLY: Again this facility is going to be used for one purpose as it currently is proposed as a 
burn building, not a classroom but a field training. 
 
TROMBLEE: Right and it’s not just going to be burns and I think that was misunderstood early 
on. Right now we probably spend thirty hours in a burn building because we don’t have our own 
burn building. We can’t get people to drive. When we do a live burn we have to have two fire 
trucks, we have to have a crew, a safety crew of five firefighters so figure that out. We’ve got 
two fire trucks there’s two people out of the district. We have a safety crew of five people who 
are trained to do firefighting safety to go in and get them and bring them out so if we start to 
develop a live fire we’re talking 20-30 people to do this.  I can’t take 20 or 30 people from any 
two, three departments and move them all the way to Lake Placid because just rolling the dice 
the odds are they are going to have something happen in those areas but with this if we make it 
centrally located. 
 
POLITI:  I’m just curious because I may have forgotten, who owns this land? 
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PALMER: The Town of Elizabethtown. 
 
POLITI:  Elizabethtown? He is giving it to us? 
 
PALMER:  Yes, he is. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Along that same line because of Don’s communication with our fire department 
down there as far as a training facility I have that. 
 
JAQUISH: And they can use the classrooms and bathrooms. 
 
TYLER:  I would think before you made that choice of a place the soil would have been checked 
by now in all those places and recommendations would have been gone through that.  You just 
mentioned that it wasn’t done yet you didn’t know the cost. 
 
TROMBLEE:  My whole presentation was about the actual building because I think there’s been 
some misinformation or lack of information as to what the building actually is. 
 
TYLER:  Definitely lack of that’s for sure. 
 
TROMBLEE:  So that was my whole premises of this. There’s other things that are above and 
beyond my – 
 
TYLER:  Well you just answered that question you didn’t know about the soil. 
 
JAQUISH:  We did.  Jim’s worked on that. 
 
McNALLY:  Jim would you like to come up? 
 
JAQUISH:  So we have met and Jim has been doing quite a bit of research on this.  The soil 
compaction actually has been looked at and I’ll let Jim talk about that. 
 
DOUGAN:  You asked me to look into the three different sites that were on the table previously. 
Those sites that were discussed were the fairgrounds in the back near the horse arena.  The 
business park in Westport one of the sites there and the piece of property that Elizabeth owns 
directly across from their fire station so I started with who owns the property.  You know Essex 
County owns the fairgrounds. Elizabethtown owns this piece here in Etown and the other is that 
business park is privately owned.  Having an idea on this board, this board doesn’t want to take 
more things off the tax roll so the business park in it of itself had some things going against it 
because of that.  We also had the cost of purchasing that from the private developer so I asked 
Don and his staff to reach out to Noel make sure that they are willing to sell that property and 
then obviously Essex County owns the fairgrounds. 
I looked into soil compaction okay the soils that are here in Elizabethtown at that site are 
generally sandy with the gravel, with a compaction a foundation bearing capacity of nearly 3,000 
pounds.  Out in Westport at the Business Park site that tends to have more clay in it and is 
closer to 2,000 to 2,500 soil bearing capacity and at the fairgrounds the soil bearing capacity is 
similar to the business park at that 2,500 lb. range but where we are proposing to build is at a 
site that has had fill in the past and you would have to get down to native soils at least on one 
side of it so the best soil bearing capacity would be Elizabethtown with second best being the 
Business Park and the third being the fairgrounds. 
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MONTY:  First off I want to say thank you Pat for the presentation and you’re very much correct 
the amount of training needed is inadequate and we do need to train our firefighters better but a 
couple questions Don for you.  Have you actually spoken to all of these other agencies that we 
keep mentioning that would use that?  Have you spoke to the Border Patrol?  Have you spoken 
to Homeland Security?  Have you spoken to Ti PD, the Lake Placid PD, the State Police, you 
probably have talked to David about that but have you gotten confirmation that they will use this 
and if so how many times? 
 
JAQUISH: I have not got numbers for you Jim.  I can certainly do that. 
 
MONTY:  I think that would be a big selling point for everyone if we had that information that 
they are willing to step up and maybe you know, maybe get a fee involved possibly you know.  I 
like Pat’s idea of trading for things but sometimes if they are going to use our facility you know 
because we have to think about how we are going to maintain that building because 
maintenance costs haven’t been factored into that grant right?  
 
JAQUISH: We estimated around $5,000 a year maintenance.  It’s generally what Madison 
County, comparing their cost to ours. 
 
MONTY:  Is that the only place that has a burn building that you could – 
 
JAQUISH:  This burn building design yes. We actually we emulated their design in this process 
so that’s what we are using for numbers. 
 
MONTY:  This will be for Pat, when you have your trainings are there costs associated with 
those trainings for the fire departments Pat that come up into these? 
 
TROMBLEE:  Really the only cost that they are going to have is fuel. 
 
MONTY: Just the fuel?  Okay. 
 
TROMBLEE:  The are going to bring their apparatus to the training, run all day and then drive 
those vehicles back. 
 
MONTY:  But outside of that that’s the only cost associated with that? 
 
TROMBLEE:  Right normally the classes get together so rehab is a huge thing with this so we 
ask the students to bring water.  You know a lot of times what will happen is Department A will 
be bring water on these days, Department B, Department C so it kind of gets broken up.  It 
becomes a team cohesion building now exercise if you will that we take turns bringing water and 
stuff. 
 
MONTY:  Right but overall there’s no cost for the training for these companies or anything? 
 
TROMBLEE:  No that’s the nice part about it. New York State is picking up the cost of this. The 
problem is like I said before New York State wants to get the most bang for their bucks and 
we’ve kind of pushed the envelope in Essex County by saying to the State hey, listen we’ve only 
got six people to run this but it’s going to beneficial in the long run but it takes time, you’ve got to 
get those approvals you can’t just arbitrarily go and get the class and ask for permission later 
because that’s not going to happen.   
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As far as the maintenance on this building you can imagine that during the first few years there’s 
going to be hardly any maintenance and really the only maintenance on the building are the two 
burn rooms so $5,000 a year if you think in the big scheme of things you know that’s money that 
is going towards other things that we are going to be able to do so not only is it a maintenance 
idea but it’s really a capital reserve idea to add and build upon what we have. 
As far as getting into a lot of the other things and I’m all for shared services and we don’t have 
those numbers because the bottom line of the whole deal is we don’t have a building built so if 
we want to talk with all those other partner agencies and say, hey would you do this and they 
don’t get it and it comes back here any you guys go well we aren’t going to do this.  Then what 
do we do? 
 
MONTY: Well I think it would be beneficial and maybe would convince more people if you told 
me you had six agencies willing to step up and use this building to me as justification as to why 
and trust me I think we do need it and I think it’s a good thing but there may be some hesitation 
on this board that would be one way to eliminate that hesitation. 
 
TROMBLEE:  But I think we also need to remember though that first and foremost that the 
building is being, the money is being given and designed to benefit the fire department and for 
the fire services.  I’m all for helping and doing shared services but let’s not miss what the 
building has been earmarked for you know?  That money, Senator Little said to Don hey, I want 
to build you something, build a fire training center and I will give you this amount of money. 
 
POLITI:  Don you have $500,000 from Betty, you have an estimate of the cost?  I mean I think 
it’s a great idea but I’m just curious as to what the cost of the building is? 
 
DOUGAN:  We have an estimate Roby. There’s two contracts. There will be one that is 
specifically for the foundations and one from this firm that manufactures the building and will 
install it. The total is $530,000 as an estimate right now but assuming our soil bearings are 
good. 
 
POLITI: Alright, thank you. 
 
MARNELL: I think Warren County just built one last year? 
 
JAQUISH:  Yes. 
 
TROMBLEE: Their building cannot be burned in though. 
 
JAQUISH: It is not a burn building. 
 
MARNELL:  They want? 
 
DOUGAN:  It’s a training building. 
 
JAQUISH:  It’s a training building but they cannot burn in it. 
 
MARNELL: They cannot burn in it? 
 
TROMBLEE:  No. 
 
MARNELL:  What is it?  They call it a burn building. 
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TROMBLEE: They are not allowed to burn in it.  It does not meet the requirements according to 
a burn building. All they did was compact boxes and built a building was basically what they did 
and it was a joint venture between Washington County and Warren County so they are still 
traveling to, most of those guys down there are traveling to Saratoga. 
 
MARNELL:  It sounded good in the newspaper. 
 
TROMBLEE:  Which we have done.  We’ve had fire classes in the southern end of the county in 
Schroon Lake, we’ve traveled to Saratoga to do live burns so imagine your fire trucks being out 
of your districts. 
 
GILLILLAND:  A few weeks ago I put it out to all Supervisors and stuff that Albany County had 
this trailer so which was less expensive than the building so I mean there is probably retractions 
to having a trailer verses a building but if you wouldn’t mind just letting us know what those are? 
 
JAQUISH:  Pat would you like to address that please? 
 
TROMBLEE:  So first and foremost as you can imagine this thing is portable so one of things 
that I looked at and we talked about was logistics about getting this thing from point A to point B 
that’s number one.  Number two it’s not going to provide us anywhere the training that this 
building does and you’re still spending $450,000 on that. We are not able to do the bailout 
system or the bail outs like we would because it is basically, 
 
JAQUISH: A tractor trailer. 
 
TROMBLEE:  Yes a tractor trailer.  We would have one little area to burn in. we’re not going to 
be able to teach our people to do searches, how to go in and do that search find that body and 
bring that body back out and do that rescue. It’s not and it wasn’t Albany County I believe it was 
Albany Fire Department that got this trailer so you can imagine how they are doing things they 
only have to deal with a certain amount of people there still is the Albany County training facility 
down there that everybody in Albany County goes and trains at but there’s not a feasible way.  
One, we weren’t going to have good, realistic training.  Two, it was going to have to be trailered 
and moved around and not only that but there was logistics on who is going to set it up, who is 
going to trailer it and how are we going to work that into, you know if we have a date for a burn 
we have to set up five instructors, we have to have two fire trucks, we have to get two separate 
water sources, we have to have four instructors, you have to have five to ten people for a safety 
team because if it’s any time during the middle of the day where it’s warm we’ve got to switch 
teams out so from a logistical standpoint it really was not worth you know would not be 
advantageous to do it that way.  I mean if we are at four-fifty or four-sixty for a trailer we put the 
other $50,000 that came with the grant you know and again, those numbers I know for a fact 
and I alluded to it before we have some ballpark numbers you know.  He said $530,000. We 
conceive it coming in at $475,000 because we asked for them to inflate the costs so that we 
knew you were going to have enough money.  Like the erector.  What was the erector amount? 
I forgot what it was but if we took that and we looked at it and I talked to a guy in Madison 
County they are like almost 100% more than it was to cost to have his.  You’ve got to play with 
numbers I understand. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  That was going to be my question.  I heard Jim say the company that builds it 
so is this a sole vendor or is this something we go to bid for?   
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DOUGAN:  No this is something you go to bid for. There’s other companies. This is around a 
certain model. I forget which county it was whether it was Madison County but one of those 
other counties used a big engineering firm to do this work.  I think we can do most of the design 
by building it off of a set model or equal. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  I think Pat made an excellent presentation and I learned a lot.  We have the 
money.  It’s a grant through Senator Little.  We have a site that Elizabethtown is willing to deed 
over to the county for this purpose and I think it’s time and I’m not on this board so I can’t move 
a resolution but I think it’s time that we get moving on this thing so we can get the thing built.  
These fire volunteers they need this training.  We are going to be lacking in our responsibility if 
we don’t provide them with an adequate facility to receive this the training. 
 
MARNELL:  Not only do they need the training we’ve got to make it easier to get the training 
because I know in our town firemen are scarce and they are getting more scarce as every year 
goes by so I will support it even though I’m not on the committee.  I support that building.  It’s 
going to cost us $500,000 we know that but we’ve got $500,000 to start with I think it will be 
good. 
 
MONTY:  Just one last quick question I know since the political climate has changed in Albany 
and some of the DASNY grants from Senator Little’s office have been tied up is this something 
that has been checked on to make sure that this isn’t one of them that’s been tied up? 
 
PALMER: Anna, you’ve got to come up.  This is recorded so we need you at the microphone. 
 
REYNOLDS:  The contract has been awarded. We have an award letter but we have not filled 
out the contract paperwork itself and sent it back to the State because of the issue with the site 
and getting the cost estimate settled and the other details with the building itself. 
 
MONTY:  So does that mean once we do that the money is guaranteed or can it still be held 
back? 
 
REYNOLDS: I don’t think it can be held back because we have the contract document from the 
State we just haven’t signed it and returned it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I have a couple of those grants out there and I was concerned and I did make a 
couple calls. That money is already been approved by the Legislature that year that that money 
was awarded so they can’t go back and take it back and I will say it may take a long time to get 
that money. 
 
PALMER: That’s not new. 
 
WILSON:  What’s the county share of this? 
 
PALMER:  There’s no define county share because you don’t know the final cost. We’re 
assuming that we’re going to come in at $500,000. I think the real key here today is and what’s 
really been holding up the process all along is determining the location.  If and fact I get a 
resolution from this board today saying we’re going to negotiate with the Town of Elizabethtown 
to go ahead and proceed with the location of the building there then we would go out to bid and 
come back to you once we know exactly what the cost would be.  If at that point the decision is 
let’s say for the sake of argument, the cost come back at $700,000 well, now you have a 
different decision to make. Are you going to make the money out of contingent, out of fund 
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balance for the rest of it or are you going to rebid or what are you going to do but until you get 
past that first step which is this board determining that we proceed with the location as 
recommended then we can go out to bid because we can’t really go out to bid until we can tell 
the contractor where it is that it’s going to be built. 
 
JACKSON:  Circle this day on the calendar.  I’m agreeing with Tom. We talked about it long 
enough. We’ve done the research.  I appreciate you talking your time away from public works to 
go out and do this and help us out and you’ve come to the conclusion that I support.  I think we 
need to move forward with the Etown site and the sooner we get this done the better for 
everybody. The costs are only going to go up they are not going to go down so the sooner we 
get going the more bang for our buck. 
 
DEPO:  I move it. 
 
McNALLY:  Second by Mr. Jackson. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZNG NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE TOWN OF ELIZABETHTOWN ON 
THE RECOMMENDED PIECE OF PROPERTY LOCATED ON WOODRUFF LANE, IN THE 
TOWN OF ELIZABETHTOWN FOR THE EMERGENCY SERVICES BURN BUILDING AND 
FURTHER AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASING AGENT TO GO OUT TO BID ON 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR SUCH BUILDING. 
Depo, Jackson. 
 
McNALLY: Discussion? 
 
MONTROY:  Don I talked to you a little bit about confined space and you mentioned that they 
are going to put a tube in there to the roof for confined space.  Can you educate me a little bit 
more on the fire departments what they are required to do and what they have to do for training 
for confined space? 
 
JAQUISH: Again, that would be a good question for Patrick. 
 
TROMBLEE:  The first thing with confined space is typically you have to have a permit through 
New York State so you have to meet the criteria it’s a license so to speak that gets approved.  
So fire departments typically don’t do confined space just because of the fact that it costs to do 
it.  You know requirements for training, requirements for equipment you know to go down into a 
sewer manhole is supposed have a permitting process so you have to have air quality 
monitoring, and you have to have some sort of a ventilation system so fire departments pretty 
much stay away from that.  We can do awareness training where we talk about that stuff and 
again we would simulate some of that stuff with the tube in the floor just kind of gives you that 
oh, I’m in a closed space and then I’m going to come out down there but the realization is that’s 
why they sent the hazmat team to Albany to get the actual confined space training.  If you went 
to International Paper their onsite safety team is permitted as a confined space team so you 
have to have all these different things in place most departments, either one, it’s not cost 
effective because of the amount of equipment you have to have. 
 
MONTROY:  Are you talking about rescue or trained personnel to go into a confined space?  
There’s a difference between rescue and there’s a between – 
 
TROMBLEE: But there is no differentiation as rescue verses, I still have to be able to do the air 
quality there was a place Yonkers or down that way Tarrytown, somewhere three firefighters 
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died because they went into the hole. We are not trained to go into the hole to do that type of 
rescue. 
 
MONTROY:  So that building we could use though for municipalities that wanted to train? 
 
JAQUISH: Yes. 
 
MONTROY:  Because in St. Armand we recently had our highway crews all trained in PESH 
and our budget for the PESH confined space entry for our employees because I’m sure there 
are a lot of towns that water and sewer have a manhole, those guys and gals that go down in 
these confined spaces are doing it illegally if they are not trained and they do not have the 
proper equipment. 
 
TROMBLEE: That’s what happened in Tarrytown, I think it was Tarrytown three firefighters died. 
Two of the firefighters worked for the town and they went into the hole one of them passed out, 
the other went in and he passed out, the next guy so on and so forth it becomes a whole – 
 
MONTROY: You just can’t ask an employee to go down in a man hole without the proper 
training and then not give them the tools to do that with. 
 
DOUGAN:  There’s two things we are talking about here one is permitted confined space entry 
is where you have a permit process which is the process that you would have most of your 
water and sewer operators use and then there is retrieval which is a whole different level of 
training.  The Hazmat team up at Emergency Services went to Albany because they are doing 
training on the retrieval process it’s a much higher standard than permit level.  Permit level you 
put a monitor down in the hole, if it says that the air quality is no good you don’t go in okay that’s 
the kind of first level training that Todd Hodgson, myself working with Seth Celotti he’s working 
on getting on getting equipment here for the county and for some of our people and Todd with 
his work with all of your different water and sewer operators. We’re trying to build a team of 
people to do that but you’re right most of them are not properly trained. Tom has a guy who is 
trained real well who we currently, Essex County use a lot Chip Perry so it’s something that 
we’re working on it’s great if your  facility will help with some of that but we’re only going to train 
for permitted entry which you go down and check it first not retrieval. 
 
JAQUISH: Our team, the county team is being trained to rescue retrieval.  It’s a different level. 
 
MONTY: So do we have the equipment mandated for those things? 
 
JAQUISH: Yes, we do. 
 
MONTY:  Good.  My other thought again I’m not on the committee so I agree it’s time to move 
forward I would like Don to reach out to those other agencies and see what their thoughts are if 
they are willing to come into this not voluntarily but willing to help, that they would use it. 
 
McNALLY:  Alright, all in favor? 
 
PALMER:  Let’s just clarify what we are actually asking so Dan knows what we are actually 
trying to do.  I assume you are doing a resolution authorizing negotiation with the Town of 
Elizabethtown for the location of the Burn Building at the Woodruff Lane in Elizabethtown and to 
authorize us to go out to bid for construction at that location. 
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McNALLY:  Okay all in favor, opposed – carried.  Anything else? 
 
MARNELL: I don’t know where this is?  That is kind of where the old county highway garage 
originally was is it? 
 
TROMBLEE:  Yes. 
 
PALMER: Yes right in that same area. 
 
DOUGAN:  I have a set of drawings and specs of what the building will look like that I will leave 
on the back table if anybody wants to go through those in more detail. 
 
McNALLY: Okay anything else Don? 
 
JAQUISH:  No, thank you. 
 

**************************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Emergency Medical Services with Patty Bashaw 
reporting as follows: 
 
BASHAW:  Good morning. I’ll be brief.  First of all the report I put on your desk today is the 
accurate report for February.  The wrong report got sent down that was my error so I wanted to 
correct that and get you the new update.   
I know Mr. Jackson is going to ask about a committee meeting.  It is on my radar to get that 
done just teaching a lot right now. Our day class has ten people in it about half of them are 
refreshing and then the other half are original students two are which are from the Sheriff’s 
office which I continue to be excited about actually my agency has two as well.  The day class is 
actually expanding each time I do it so that’s kind of a cool thing. 
 
McNALLY: Anybody have anything? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  The Countywide EMS, what’s happening?  They are asking me and I don’t 
know any information. 
 
BASHAW:   So I’ve been meeting with the agencies that are getting first up accrues on, I met 
with Community Resources a few times now to keep actually getting the budget done or redone 
to come up with a plan for presenting it to you folks. We had a meeting last week with Mike 
Mascarenas and Community Resources and Shaun was there and we have a plan for 
presentation for March 25 and at that point hopefully we are going to – 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So what will the squads, I mean to me I would think that the squads would be 
part of the development of this plan.  I mean you can present to the Board of Supervisors.  The 
people in the trenches need to be aware of what the plan is. 
 
BASHAW: So let me say to you again that I have spoken with each agency more than once so 
they know that this is coming down the pike, they supported it.  Last week I went out to 
Ticonderoga so I’ve been to different places, this has been brought up at the EMS Association 
meeting so the only thing I haven’t done is met with Moriah exactly, if they’ve changed what 
they originally told me what they wanted for coverage. 
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SCOZZAFAVA: Could you do that? 
 
BASHAW:  Yes sir. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Thank you. 
 
McNALLY: Anybody else?  Alright we’re all set. 
 
JACKSON: Yeah Patty the reason my concern as to why I’d like to have that subcommittee 
meeting is a couple several million dollars and how it’s going to be spent is going through the 
county the supervisors are responsible and a couple supervisors on that committee and I just 
think that it shouldn’t be just you doing all the work the committee should be helping you and it 
should be joint decisions on how this money is going to be spent, kept track of,  how the books 
are going to be kept all those little details the committee I think should be helping you do that. I 
don’t think that should be all on your shoulders. 
 
BASHAW: It’s not been.  I’ve had strong, strong, help from Community Resources. 
 
McNALLY: Alrighty, you all set? Thank you. 
 

******************************* 
 
The next on the agenda was the Sheriff’s Office with David Reynolds reporting as follows: 
 
REYNOLDS: You have my report unless you have anything to ask me? 
 
McNALLY: Come on up. You’re not getting off that easy.  Not until your fourth or fifth year. 
How are you doing on the Resource Officer? 
 
REYNOLDS:  So I produced a document that I’ve given to Dan that I’m going to attempt to hand 
deliver this week because I know school budgets are right around the corner from there it will 
kind of tell me what – 
 
McNALLY:  You’re going to individually go to every Superintendent? 
 
REYNOLDS:  Yes and then they are going to have to present it to their board and see whether 
they are going to support it or not and then from there if I get too much support I’m going to 
have to revamp it we’ll see. 
 
MONTROY:  Dave remember I spoke with you a little while ago and talked to you about this fire 
training building and you said, you would the Sheriff’s Office could utilize it for active training? 
 
REYNOLD:  Yes. 
 
MONTROY: So could you tell us how often you would use it? 
 
REYNOLDS:  The biggest use I could see for it is our SIMS training, munitions so being able to 
do active shooter training and different things within the building clearing the rooms. Also we 
have a Special Response Team between Clinton, Franklin and Essex County that we have 
members on so if someone is repelling different searches we could use it for also. 
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PALMER:  In terms of use I just have to believe that if we build the building you won’t be able to 
keep up with the requests for use.  The training requirements for every department just 
continues to rise and it’s not just fire and EMS it’s every department so to speak so again, I think 
if you build this it will get used on a regular basis. 
 
MONTROY:  Who is coordinating the scheduling? 
 
PALMER: EMS. 
 
McNALLY:  Anybody else?  Thank you. 
 

******************************* 
 
The next item on the agenda was the Probation Department with Heather Sheehan reporting as 
follows: 
 
SHEEHAN:  Good morning everyone you have my report and in addition to that I’m also looking 
for a resolution to open up a second bank account and make changes to the authorized signers 
on our existing account. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN TO EXECUTE A NEW 
CHAMPLAIN NATIONAL BANK ACCOUNT AUTHORIZED SIGNATURES FOR THE ESSEX 
COUNTY PROBATION DEPARTMENT. 
Giordano, Jackson 
 
McNALLY:  Questions, concerns?  All in favor, opposed – carried. 
 
SHEEHAN: Any other questions? 
 
McNALLY:  You’ve got to have questions. She’s brand new. Alright thank you very much.   
Brandon Boutelle has been excused. Anything else in front of the public safety committee?  If 
not, we’re adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this Public Safety Committee it was 
adjourned at 11:25 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judy Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  


